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www.peripole.com 

 Chromatic Instruments         

       on Wheels 

 Contra Bass Bars 

 Glockenspiels 

 Metallophones 

 Xylophones 

Finest Quality Orff 

Instruments At Fair and  
Reasonable Prices 

Please contact us for our complete 

color catalog and Special AEPA 

contract pricing. 



 

Vendor Partner 

Founded by instrumental and mechanical genius, Albert Bergerault in 

1932, Bergerault has continued in France for three generations, each 
training the next. 

 
Expertise cannot be taught, it must be learned by experience. From 
the selection  of rosewood for optimum physical properties for sound 

production, to tuning, to bar dimensions and style, Bergerault has painstakingly explored 
and found the techniques needed to construct great instruments. These techniques are 

present in their world-renowned mallet percussion instruments as well as their Orff         
Instruments.  
 

From the chromed steel bars on our glockenspiels (other brands are    
either raw steel, nickel-plated or aluminum) to the individually pitched-

resonator tubes and instrinsic stands of our Chromatic Orff Instruments, to the superior 
rosewood quality and larger dimensions selected for our products, Peripole-Bergerault® 
Orff Instruments have multiple features not found in other brands of Orff Instruments.   

 

 Extra Wide Aged Rosewood Xylophone and Contra Bass Bars, provides           

    accuracy of pitch in humid weather 

 Bergerault® Techlon composite bars, closest sound to Rosewood 

 Extra Wide Bell Aluminum Alloy Metallophone Bars 

 Extra Wide Chromed Steel Glockenspiel Bars 

 Solid hardwood Boxes, Glued & Screwed together for durability 

 Heavy Duty Metal Metal Pegs and solid neoprene rubber support bars 

 Bars precisely tuned to A-440 

 Standard Xylophones and Metallophones include FREE side storage box for 
    extra bars 

 

Peripole, Inc. is the exclusive North American source of Peripole-
Bergerault® Instruments.  We provide service, parts, and expert   

Consultation regarding our instruments which are backed by our Triple Guarantee! 
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